Students on live TV
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A brief survey around KSG shows most students have heard of the show, with the season opener event planned to attract even more attention. James MacKison, part of last semester’s Controversial Coffee series team, finds the concept very interesting.

“There is one idea that encourages debate is a good one,” he said, “I will be checking it out.”

There are many ways students participate in one of the eight shows. A producer decides on the topic and finds students with opposing viewpoints willing to debate, as well as arrangements for a “supplemental feature,” such as Sound-Off (equivalent to a verbal op-ed) or Outside the Box (a chance for international students to express their shock, horror or glee about life in the U.S.A).

“Any idea that encourages debate is a good one,” he said. “I will be looking for the one who will challenge the most students have heard of the show, is now participating in one of the eight shows. Grove is still on the lookout for people to get involved. He is also hoping to get Kennedy School professors on the show too. It may be a hard sell though, but Grove is well aware of that.

“ Whether Professor Gergen will be taking a step down from CNN to CCTV remains to be seen. But we hope he might consider it, ” he added.

However those who can overcome their fears are guaranteed an appearance on Town Hall’s wide-screen TV, where students will be invited to watch every Monday’s show.

As for the wider Cambridge community, tuning in may depend on whether viewers can endure the show which runs immediately before Softball, with a title too risqué to repeat in print (it’s just call it “The Trilogies”), or are intending to watch “Muslims Inside and Out” which follows Grove’s show.

But more people may tune into cable access television that one might think.

Jacqueline O’Neill (MPP1) finds cable access “unscripted and genuine” and adds, “viewers who don’t know their TV stations here may start surfing from the bottom up so Softball’s Channel 9 will catch them early. If they get hooked by a discussion with informed, reasonable, and unique perspectives - which is exactly what Steve is committed to ensuring - there’s no reason for them not to land for a while.”
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“Whether Professor Gergen will be taking a step down from CNN to CCTV remains to be seen. But we hope he might consider it, ” he added.

Attention: All First Year Students
Information on the KSG Summer Internship Fund (SIF) has been updated for 2005. ISG students considering a summer internship in summer 2005 with a public or nonprofit sector organization that is unable to pay (or can only minimally pay), should refer to the SIF website for detailed information and an application.

SIF application deadlines are:
Friday, March 11 (round 1) and Friday, April 8 (round 2)

Access the SIF webpage at http://www.ksg.harvard.edu/career/SIF.htm

Other summer funding opportunities can be found at: http://www.ksg.harvard.edu/career/sources.htm

Both of these links can be accessed on the student page of the Career Services site as well. Any questions concerning SIF funding should be referred to Janice Rand Vaught, Director of the Summer Internship Fund.

Good luck with your search for a summer internship!
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As far as midlife-crises go, a walk in wine cellar is nothing like a 1947 Chateau Petrus. So, what does Stavins look for in a good wine? The economist in him “seeks to maximize his utility given his tastes and preferences, subject to his budgetary constraints”.

Indeed, Stavins admits he’s tried to marry his professional acumen with his personal passion by under-

Taking a hedonic analysis of wine prices, though Stavins has actually collected some data, Dean Ellwood should know that this project has been put on the back burner.
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